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Abstract

Our world is evolving into a smart planet, including smart building, intelligent manufacturing, smart transportation, to name a few. The essence in this evolution is the marriage of cyber and physical systems (or CPS). In short, CPS is a system of collaborating computational elements that makes physical entities behave intelligently. The underlying technology of CPS is a synergy of control, sensing, communications, networking, computation, among others. In this talk, I will focus on complex networking problems that arise from CPS, particular those new problems involving complicated mathematical models. Many of the existing models, although successful to address problems for a small network, are hardly useful to study problems in a complex network environment involving a large number of nodes. In these cases, new tractable models and algorithms are needed for networking research. I will describe our research efforts in developing simple and tractable models for complex network systems. I will also describe our efforts on applying these models to cross-layer optimizations that involve network, link, and physical layers. Many of these new networking problems are extremely challenging and call for interdisciplinary expertise from a number of technical domains.
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